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1. Introduction.

2. Early developments.

Latin America, the continent stretching from
the Bio Grande ta Tierra deI Fuego, is a variegated
mosaic of more than a score of countries with
total area, natural l'l'sources, and population
matching those of North America. In 1110st other
aspects, the two Americas are quite difIerent, and
wi11 prohably become more so; as North America
seems to approach an asymptotic state of uniformity, heterogeneity appears to be the destiny,
if not the choice, of Latin America. Il is not easy
to treat Latin America as a unit; just because
those nations have praclically a common language
(Spanish and Portuguese, the two dominant tongues, are very similar), the same religion, and
rather analogous socio-economic problems, one
should not conclude hastily that they are alike
in l'very other aspect. Thus, even ,vhen dealing
with snch a restricted subject as the development
and present status of hydraulics and fluid meehanics in Latin America, one finds it necessary to
subdivide the continent into several areas. Il is
only wh en on ponders on what is not being done,
as opposed to what is being donc, that a unified
treatment hecomes plausible.

\Vhat is knO\vn about carly developments of
science and engineering in Latin America shows
that they followed a saw-tooth line with many ups
and downs (Maggiolo 19(5). The first universities
in the Americas ,vere established by the Spaniards
during the sixteenth century; after two centuries
of w11at appears to have been a quiet life, they
were thrown by a series of revolutionary actions
into a long turbulent period not devoid of a mean
supporting How. At least three of the university
revolutions, or refonns, were of great importance.
The following words of Caballero y G6ngora, Archbishop-Viceroy of Nueva Granada, describe tersely
the eighteenth-century reform; "The whole objed
of the plan is to teach the exact sciences in place
of the merely speculative, upon which too much
time has unfortunately been wasted hitherto"
(Arciniegas HJ(1).
'Ùle second reform was
brought about by the wars of liberation and the
ensuing political independence of Spanish America; old universities were reorganized, and ne,v
8chools, some destined to a short life, were created to satisfy new needs. The third important reform sprang in 1918 at the already three-centuryold Uniuersidad de CÔl'doba (Argentina), and rapidly spread throughout Latin America. Research,
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as one of the essential functions of the universilies,
was one of the goals of the young reformist
professors and of the students of 1918; that they
were not successful on a large scale is one the
tragedies of the university life in Latin America.
'Vhat they strived for may still be achieved in the
near future as a result of the etIorts of few
isolated pioneers who, in ditl'erent fields and many
times under adverse conditions, established a tradition of scholarly research and study in Latin
America. '1'0 this, one should add the etIects of
the policy, that one government aHer the other is
adopting, of founding national councils of scientific
and technical research, and of sending an increasing number of persons for advanced studies and
training in Europe and the USA.
A number of schools of engineering were
created in Latin America during the second half
of the past century; in these schools the basic
course on fIuids was one on general hydraulicshiddwlica general, or simply hidrâulica-in the
style of Fiamant's Hydmulique, Forchheimer's
Hydraulik, or De Marchi's Idnwlica more recently.
The notes for the courses of hydraulics in Universidad Nacional de Buenos !lires and Universidad
de Chile at the beginning of this cent ury showed
a strong French influence, especially from Boussinesq's Théorie des emI:r couranl'es.
The oldest schools of llydraulics in Latin America seem to be those at Santiago de Chile (Universidad Cat6licCi and Universidad de Chile) and at
La Plata (Universidad Nacional de La Plata). In
the carly 1910's a small instructional hydraulics
laboratory (the firts in Latin America) was organized by Hamôn Salas Edwards, professaI' of Hydraulics at the Universidad Cat6licCi. Salas (1915),
in his lithographed notes of 1912 and 1918, and in
a paper presented before the Second Pan American Scientific Congress (\Vashington 1H15) introduced independently from B. Bakhmeteff the
concept of specific energy, and applied it ta openchannel fIo,v. He was the pioneer of modern
hydraulics in Chile, and in Latin America through
his school mainly .represented by. Francisco iJ.
Dominguez, one of his students and the author of
a highly original boole Dominguez's Hidrâulica,
which has seen three editions of increased content,
presents the results of original experiments performed du ring several decades at the Hydraulics
Laboratory of Santiago de Chile by Dominguez and
his students. The scllool of hydraulics at Santiago
was for a long time the only one in Latin America
with a gradua te program.
The school of hydraulics at the Facllltad de
Ciencias Fisicomatemâticas in La Plata was established in IÇH2; soonplans were made for a hydraulics laboratory with both instructionai and research
sections (Soldano Hl23), but construction was
delayed for a long lime. In the early twenties, a
building was erec1ed only ta he abandoned j ust
when experimentai work could have been started.
It was only by Hl;39 that a hydraulics laboratory
,vas inaugurated in La Plata. About that time,
another laboratory was established at the other
end of Latin Al;lerica, in :México (Levi 19(3).
Both La Plata's and México's laboratories were,
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for many years, mainly devoted to model studies.
Another carly eiIort in Argentina goes baek ta
the carly 1910's, and it seems to have been an important <lnd weIl directed research activity judging by the doctoral dissertation of Trifôn Ugarte
(1913) on the subject of turbulent fIow of dilIerent
substances in capillary tubes. Ugarte-who, incidentally, was weIl conversant in dimensional analysis-found efIects due to the chemical structure
of dilIerent substances which seem to anticipate
more recent results on non-Newtonian behavior.
Ugarte's advisor, ProfessaI' \Valther Sorkau, had
conducted research on the same subject four years
before at the EscuelCi Superior de Fisica de La
Plata. Ta the author, a native of Argentina, it is
sad that this brilliant elIort had ta die at its very
inception.
3. Present situation.

Through the initiative of the author, a sm'vey
of engineering education in South America, in the
area of hydraulics and fluid mechanics, was undertaken three years aga hy three young professors:
Ml'. Horacio Caruso of Argentina, Ml'. Alberto
Lizarralde of Venezuela, and Ml'. Souza Pinto of
Brasil. The first and the second covered the south
and the north of South America, respectively; the
thircl, his own vast country. Still needed is a
survey in Central America and Mexico; for this
region, the author will provide a description based
mainly on his visits to two of its counLries and on
his contacts with some teachers and sLudents. He
will also assume responsibiliLy for selecLing and
summarizing parts of the reports by Caruso (1966),
Lizarralde 096G), and Sousa Pinto (1965). For
Lhis pm'pose, Latin America will be subdivided
in four areas designated below wiLh Hom~\l1 numerals.
3.1. Area 1.

The countries surveyed by Caruso were Argentina, Chile, and Uruguay; no information could be
gathered on Bolivia and Paraguay. The tlu'ee
southernmost countries in Latin America have in
common strong European immigrations and inHuences which reHect in the ways of life, and of
teaching and learning. Typically, the courses are
annllal, from March ta November, with tlll'ee hours
weekly for lectures, and another three for discussion, problems, or laboratory. The standard
sequence for ArgenLine engineering students is
two years of basic science (sometimes together
with students of physics and mathematics), two
years of basic engineering sciences, and two years
of applied subjects.
The way of approaching hydraulics and fluid
mechanics in ArgenLina and Uruguay is deteI'll1ined
by the mannel' in which physics and maLhematics
first, and then analyLical mechanics, are tallght to
engineers. \Vhat has been considered as revoluLionary reeently in USA-"mechanics with veclors
and even tensors "-was practiced in La Plata
University as carly as in 1933; in addition, Lagrange equaLions, and introductions to Hamil-
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tonian methods and to continuum mechanics were
already topics of the standard courses of mechanics
taught to students of engineering. Mechanics is
usually taught by mathematicians or physicists;
l1uid mechanics and hydraulics, instead, are taught
by engineers, and, depending on their background
and professional aetivities, they may present the
subject either as a basic or as an applied engineering science.
According to Caruso, the most common course
in 11 uids in Area 1 is still the classic hidrâlllica
general; however, in SOlne of the Argentiile universities several other l1uids courses, as aerodvnmnics, gas dynamics, transport processes, fluid
mechanics for meteorologists, are also taught.
Engineering students taking one or more of these
courses are enrolled in aeronautical, civil, electrical, highway, hydraulic, mechanical, naval, or petroleum engineering. In addition, some of the
applied courses contain sections on special topics
of 11uid mechanics like gravity waves, porous
media, transport of sediments, non-Newtonian
fluids, and magneto fluid dynamies. Il is perhaps
of interest that dimensional analvsis and similitude were introduced in ArgentiI{a and Uruguay
not only by hydraulic and aeronautical engineers
but also by physicists and applied mathematicians.
Laboratory instruction, when imparted, may include: flow vizualization, use of instruments, laminaI' and turbulent flo,v in pipes, hydraulic jump,
orifices and weiTs, non-uniform 110w in pipes, lift
and drag, flow with density stratification, flow
through porous media, eleetrieal anal ogy. The
type of experiments for lahoratory instruction is
sometimes determined in response to regional charaeteristics and needs; for instance, open channel
l10w may be emphasized in arid and semiarid regions in which irrigation systems are of utmost
importance. This influence appears very evidently in Dominguez's Hidrâlllica, and in the laboratory
instructions of the Escllela de Ingenieria of Santiago de Chile CMuîioz HJ62). Lahoratory instruction plays an imllortant l'ole in ChiJe and Uruguay,
and in some of the Argentina's sehools; among the
latter, the Universidad NaCÎonal de CllUO otTers
since 1943 a course on experimental hydraulics in
addition to two courses on general and advanced
hydraulics, each with laboratory instruetion (Macagno 1964).
According to Caruso again, the use of a single
text-book for each course, typical of North American universities, is an a1Jnost unexistent praetice
in Argentina, ChUe, and Uruguay; books used in
hasic course ofhydraulics or l1uid mechanics in
at least two universities are those of Addison,
BaHolTet (953), De Marchi, Dominguez (lH59),
Escande, A. H. Gihson, Rouse, Streeter, and Vennarcl.
3.2. Area Il.

In the eountries of Colomhia, Ecuador, Perü,
and Venezuela, there are at least eleven universities
in which either hydranlics of fluid l11echanics, or
hoth, are tanght. Only five of the eleven universities have instructional bhoratories for those snbjects, but in some cases--as in the very wc]] l'un

laboratory at the Universidad Nacional de Ingenieria in Lima-students l'rom two or Huee schools
make use of the same facilities. In Area II, there
is a slTonger contemporary foreign influence than
in Area 1; four of the lahoratories have heen constructed abroad, either in France or in the USA.
According to Lizarralde, sÙ.me of the professors
adopt a single text-book, but most of them still
follow the traditional Latin American approach of
listing several books and leUing the students select
those to he used in their study of the subject; the
hooks most often recommended are Becerril, Dominguez, Rouse, Rubio San Juan, Streeter, and
Vennard. A few professors prepare mimeographed
notes, hut the author is not aware of any book on
fluids published in this area. Fluid mechanics is
slowly being accepted in Area II as a hasic engineering science that should precede hydraulics and
other specialized fluids courses. There is an incipient aetivity towards the development of graduate
studies in the colleges of engineering, and in some
of them a thesis, or a monograph, is required
hefore a diploma in engineering is granted.
3.3. Area III.

ln Brasil, engineering is usually taught in special
schools which are now part of universities, (some
schools were created much beforè any university
would exist in Brasil); but they are not incorporated into colleges of exact or physical sciences,
(as in Argentina). Graduate studies for engineers
are practical1y nonexistent, hut the requirement
of a thesis for professorial appointments has introduced a sort of graduate activity at least in
relation to educational, and to a certain extent,
research activities. Hydraulics, or fluid mechanics,
is taught in Brasil in at least forty schools of
engineering, and courses exist, or are being established, in some twentv more schools of chemical,
forestal, and agricultural engineering; even in a
school of architecture there exists a course on
hydraulics.
Hydraulics was taught in a classical French
manner in Brasil for many years, hut now the
trend is one of teaching fluid mechanics as a hasic
modern science, and hydraulics as an engineering
science CMacagno 1966). En 1962, the Brazilian
Federal COlmciJ of Education passed a resolution
ad()T)ting fluid mechanics as compulsory for aIl
engineering curricula in the country; hydraulics
\Vas classified thenceforth as a subject tvpical of
civil engineering. Apparently, the connciJ recommendation is beinr.?: adopted with some deliberateness, but a good number of schools offer alI'eady
fluid mechanics in place of the c1assical con l'se of
hydranlics. In Brasil, fluid l11echanics is taught
t~ aeronautieal, chel11ieal, civil, electrical, higlnvay,
indnstrial, mechanicaL metallnrgical, l11ining, naval, nuclear, and petTolemll engineers. Hvdranlics
is taught to civil and sanilary engineers. The most
fre(fUentlv used books are Azevedo Netto, Balloffet,
De l\Lnchi, Nogueira Garcez, Rouse, Streeter, Trindade Neves, and Vennard.
Sousa Pinto reports that nearly haH of the
engineering sehools in Brasil have facilities for
Iahoratory instruction in hydraulics or fluid l11e311
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chanics. Detailed information on instructional
programs in Brasil has been ?btained only in l'l':"
cases. A course for mechalllcal and naval englneers at the Universidade de Sti~ Paulo includes
physical properties of fiuids, statics and kinematics
of fiuids, Navier-Stokes equations, potential fiow,
vortex motion, bOl!ndary layer (dynamic, thennal,
and diffusive), dimensional analysis and siJnilitude,
fiow in conduits and open channels, flow through
porous media, gravity waves, pressure waves, lift,
drag and propulsion, cavitation, lubrication; ten
well-planned experiments for these suhjects are
included in this course. In addition to this labol'atm'v the author has visited the instructional
hydr~:llic laboratories at the same universily of
Sao Paulo and at the Instituio MilitaI' de Engenlwria, in Rio de Janeiro; both oŒer a good set of
experiments to be performed hy the students.
3.4. Area IV.

ln Central America, lhe status of hvdraulics and
fluid mechanics hears resemhlancc" to that of
Area II; foreign influence comes mainly l'rom
USA, and, very recently, l'rom Mexico. \'lithin
Latin America, Mexico has a ratller nId tradition
in engineering; Germàn Arciniegas (1961), reports
that, in the eighteenlh cenlury, Mexico's School
of Mines was the hest in the Spanish world.
As is common in Area l, in J'vIéxico there is
a strong trend to do things hy one's self. The
author has visiled the instructional facilities at
the Instituto Tecnolôgico de Estudios Saperiores
in Monterry and the hydraulics lahoratory of the
Universidad Nacional Azliônoma in the capital city
of México, and in hoth places he could detect a
strong and independent coneern for the establishment of instruclional laboralories in J1uid mechanics and hyclraulics, respectively. The Univel'sidad
Nacional il. utônoma de México has created, in
] 957, a division of aclvanceci studies in the college
of engineering; this department is now designaled
Divisiôn del Doctomdo, and is the equivalent of a
department of graduate studies. Master-of-Science degrees are already granted, and some of the
students have alreaclv initiated work at the doctoral level. The cOl;rses ofI'ered at the Divisiôn
del Doci'orado in the realm of J1uid mcchanics arc:
General Hydraulics, Transients in Hydraulic.s,
Fluid J\Jechanics, Classical Problems of Fluid Me·chanies, Hydraulie ModeIs, Stochastic Proeesses
in Modern Hydraulics, Tllrhulen t Flow, Numerical
Methods in Hyclromechanics, Theory of Boundary
Layers, Processes of Filtration, Diffusion and
Sedimentation.
A book has been published recently hy the
Univel'sidad Nacional il. zziônol1la de México for use
as a lext of fiuid mechanies (Levi 1$)G5); the
content of course and lext is hriefly lhe following:
dimensional analysis and the theor1' of models,
theoretical found~~tions of J1uid mech~U1ics Oncluding Navier-Stokes and Heynolds equations), dynamics of inviscid fluids, Inechanics of gravity waves,
fiow through porous media, J10w in conduits, drag
and lift, wakes and cavities. Bv USA standards,
this book ranks betwcen the intèrmediatc and ad312

vanced levels, and would probably he considered
appropriate for a theoretical conrse leaning more
towards hydrodynamics lhan fluid mechanics.

4. Conclusion.

\\That is not being done, in contrasl to ,vhat is
heing donc, is the aspect that strikes most of those
who examine the status of anv field of endeavour
in Latin America. This reaction is not forcign to
those Lalin American professionals returning to
their native lands aftel' being exposed to, or par licipaling in, activities in technologically advanced
countries. It is onlv natural that lhey voice acerb
criticisms leveled ~{t institutions or persons not
doin bu whal one would think to he the most logical
things to do. \\Thy are graduate studies not established, or if established, why are they not properly
stimulatecl and supported? \'lhy is basic research
neD'lected? \'lh1' does industry not help to impr~ve the edllca'tion of those professionals that il
o' to emI}lov, or has .already employed?
is bo'oinb
"
"
These and scores of otller similarly reproachful
questions are formulated aIl the time.
ln spite of the atmosphere of frustration tl:at
one detects in most of Latin Amenca, l ,vould hke
to ring an optimistic note in closing this article.
'1'0 one who over a span of t1uee decades has seen
'ln l'ver t:lD'rowinD't> aetivitv
c.... in hvclraulics and fiuid
lnechanics in his own native country and in a good
numher of the other l'l'publics of Lalin America,
it is obvious that a great deal of progress has b~en
made; it appears to him that th? saw-tooth lll~e
used bv the Rector of lhe Univel'szdad de la RepubUca, Uruguay, to descrihe development~ in Latin
America is now definilelv one of a growmg ascendent average slope. Su;'ely, there are still many
things that arc not donc, or done only at too low
pace, or too sm aIl scale. Il is easy to nal:ne tl.l~m:
there is little research aciivity at the ulllverslbes,
and it involves but a handful of sludents; the
lhrust and pride of the pion l'ers in doing things
bv themselves does nol seem to have becn transn;itted to manv of their successors; the fecund
aetivit1' that b{'ings togelher professors and students 'in graduate programs is nHely se~n; the
ambition and the work essential in developmg new
ideas and methods, new techniques and instruments, are not powerful enougli. In addition. to
lhesc desired facts and qualities, one would hke
to sel' more official and private support for the
creative activities of universities and researeh
centers, and a continuous and growing financial
support to libraries, laboratori~s, and sp~cialized
journals. In the realm of fimd mechalllcs, one
misses modern text-hooks and reference books; one
sees a much better and ahundant production of
books on mathcmatical subjeets, for instance,and
wonders whv Latin Ameriean professors of mathematics arc ;11ore productive than their co]]eagues
in fl uids; the same comparison l'an he made reD'ardin.o' lmhlications in seientific. and .teehnical
:;
journals, although there is now an mc.reasmg nU~11ber of papers on hydraul1cs and J1md meChalll?S
coming l'rom Latin American authors hoth m
~

('"").
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their own journals and in European and USA
journals.
An encouraging aspect of fluid mechanics and
hydraulics in Latin America is the increased
contact among professionals and teachers OCC1Uring in the present decade. Very significantly, il
was the Chilean school of hydraulics that called for
the First Latin American Seminal' on Hydraulics
and Fluid Mechanics in ] H62. Since then, two
more meetings have brought together hydraulicians
of Latin America in regional congresses under the
auspices of the International Association of Hydraulic H.esearch, in whieh entire sessions were devoted
to tenc hingand research problems in hydraulics
and fluid mechanics. TInee future congresses
are already scheduled (Buenos Aires 19G8, JVréxico
1970, Lima ]\)72), and hopefully the subject of
teaching and research methods and polieies will
continue to attraet the interest of the hydraulicians. Fluid mechanics was less fortunate, in the
sense that no second seminal' or meeting has been
scheduled yet; such a meeting appears as ver~T
desirable because, obviously, the hydraulics congresses do not appeal to mechanical, aeronautical,
chenlieal, naval, and sanitary engineers, nor can
they be expected to attract physicists, meteorologis ts, oceanographers, or physiologists interested
in fluid mechanics.
The field of hydraulics and fluid mechanics in
Latin America appears as one in which there is a
ferment and a potential for important future developmcnts and accomplislnnents; what has been
done by a few pioneers should now he done by a
large n umber of teachers and researchers; a good
number of scl1ools, in the deep sense of the word,
should he formed as centers in which the oldest
of the chain reactions, that of masters and apprentices, \vould be put to work.
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